Many real life problems are characterized by the structure of data derived from multiple sensors. The sensors may be independent, yet their information considers the same entities. Thus, there is a need to efficiently use the information rendered by numerous datasets emanating from different sensors. A novel methodology to deal with such problems is suggested in this work. Measures for evaluating probabilistic classification are used in a new efficient voting approach called "selective voting", which is designed to combine the classification of the models (sensor fusion). Using "selective voting", the number of sensors is decreased significantly while the performance of the integrated model's classification is increased. This method is compared to other methods designed for combining multiple models as well as demonstrated on a real-life problem from the field of human resources.
Introduction
In many fields of life, such as medicine, data regarding the same objects is distributed among several databases. In information fusion, information from many datasets is integrated in order to grasp reality as accurately as possible. Information fusion techniques are useful in the initial step of data preprocessing, for building data models and for extracting information. 24 This paper discusses cases in which multi-sensory data about a list of objects is available. Each dataset describes the same object using different input attributes. The objects available during the training phase are binary labeled as either "success" or "fail".
Given a limited quota and a list of new, unlabeled objects, the purpose of the problem discussed here is to fill in a predefined quota with the objects most likely to achieve "success" by using a minimum number of sensors. Sensors cost money and take time to produce. Resources are usually limited and there should be a fair effort made to reduce their number in order to meet financial limitations. On the other hand, substantially reducing the sensors, or using the wrong kind, may significantly jeopardize the ability to classify well.
The limited quota is a common situation in real-life applications. Usually organizations have resource limitations that require cost-benefit considerations. Resource limitations prevent the organization from choosing all the instances. For example, in direct marketing applications, 10 instead of mailing everybody on the list, the marketing efforts must target the mailing audience with the highest profitable potential without exceeding the marketing budget. The case described above arises the following question: Which of the sensors should be used in order to select the most appropriate objects? This paper tries to provide the answer to this question. It shows that using a planned combination, it is possible to achieve a model with a very good classification capability while using only a relatively small amount of sensors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works in the field of model combination and sensor fusion. Section 3 explains the new combination methodology suggested to the problem discussed here. Section 4 reports the experiments carried out on a real case study. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the work and presents further research in the field.
Related Work
This paper focuses on a modular combination of sets that were made from different sources (also known as sensor fusion). Sensor fusion problems 13 arise in systems that employ multiple, redundant measurements of a parameter to counter the noise and uncertainty associated with a single measurement. The goal of fusion is to reach optimal combination of the discrepant data by maximizing a system performance with respect to a criterion of accuracy. Sharkey 19 noted that sensor fusion is particularly applicable where the sensors are designed to address different kinds of information. In this sense, the redundancy of sensors is not in measuring the same attributes, but rather in aiming at the same target attribute. Many applications of sensor fusion in classification tasks can be found in the literature, for instance: face recognition, 21 robot navigation, 20 etc.
The most well-known method that processes samples concurrently is bagging.
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The method aims to improve the accuracy by creating an improved composite model, by amalgamating the various outputs of learned models into a single prediction. Each model is trained on a sample of instances taken with replacement from the training set. Usually each sample size is equal to the size of the original training set.
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A Random Forest ensemble 7 uses large number of individual unpruned decision trees. The individual trees are constructed using a top-down decision tree induction algorithm (see, for instance, Ref. 18) in which the number of input variables that are permitted to be used in a node of the tree is bounded by a certain number. This value is usually much less than the number of attributes in the training set. Note that Bagging with decision trees models can be thought of as a particular case of Random Forests in which the bounded value is set to the number of input attributes. There are two basic approaches for combining the information from several datasets:
1. Merge the datasets into a single dataset during preprocessing, and use this new dataset to build the model. 2. Build independent models using the different datasets, and combine the model's output to get the final classification.
Among the most well-known methods for combining models are majority voting (also known as simple voting) and weighted voting (see, for instance, Ref. 1). In majority voting, the final classification is the one most often predicted by the different models. This approach has frequently been used as a combining method for comparing to newly proposed methods. In weighted voting, different weights are given to various models. Usually the weights are given according to their performance. The final classification is the weighted average of the probabilities produced by each model. This means that each probability is multiplied in the weight of the model that produced it and the sum of these is the final classification. Average voting is a simple version of weighted voting in which each model gets the same weight. Ting and Low 22 refer to the first method as data combination because the data is combined and only one model is applied to it. They refer to the latter method as theory combination in the sense that each model represents a theory based on the training set. They show that when theories are substantially different and each theory demonstrates a high degree of classification regularity, theory combination proves to be beneficial. . In this approach an arbiter is devised for each component model to determine whether the corresponding model can be used to classify an unseen instance. MMM chooses the classification that yields the most votes, whereas MMC chooses one model that is believed to best suit the instance. Ortega found that when the training set is small, it is important to combine models to obtain good accuracy, and that the selection of a single model rendered better results than majority voting. However, his experiments were made on a small number of models and good quality data. Ting and Low 23 used weighted voting in their work. They use a k-fold crossvalidation to estimate the accuracy of a model's classifications. These accuracy values, which become the weights of the different models, are used for weighted voting, when a new instance needs to be classified. Their work is similar to the ideas that we are discussing in this paper in the sense that they try to learn from separate datasets and use weighted voting. Nevertheless, as will be discussed later, in the case discussed here it is not possible to use either a measure-like accuracy or a regular cross-validation in order to assign weights to the distinct models. Another approach commonly used includes a combination based on the Bayes theorem. This combination may work properly if the different datasets are truly independent. According to Xu et al., 25 this independence can be achieved if the models are built from different datasets. Bahler and Navarro 4 carried out experiments in which the Bayesian ensemble achieved accuracy similar to that achieved by ensembles which do not rely on the independence assumption. As in decision-tree induction, it is sometimes useful to let the ensemble grow freely and then prune the ensemble in order to get more effective and more compact ensembles. Margineantu and Dietterich 12 examined the idea of pruning the ensemble obtained by AdaBoost. They discovered that pruned ensembles may obtain performances as accurate as those the original ensemble provided Prodromidis et al. 16 examined pruning methods when using meta-combining methods. In such cases, the pruning methods are divided into two groups: pre-training pruning methods and post-training pruning methods. Pre-training pruning is performed before combining the models. Models that seem to be attractive are included in the meta-model. On the other hand, post-training pruning methods, remove models based on their effect on the meta-model. Zhou et al. 27 proposed the GASEN algorithm for selecting the most appropriate models in a given ensemble. In the initialization phase, GASEN assigns a random weight to each of the models. Consequently, it uses a genetic algorithm to evolve those weights that can characterize to some extent the fitness of the models in joining the ensemble. Finally, it removes from the ensemble the models whose weights are less than a predefined threshold value.
called GASEN-b. In this algorithm, instead of assigning a weight to each model, a bit is assigned to each model indicating whether it will be used in the final ensemble. They show that the obtained ensemble is not only smaller in size but in some cases has better generalization performance. Liu et al. 11 conducted an empirical study of the relationship of ensemble sizes with ensemble accuracy and diversity, respectively. They show that it is feasible to keep a small ensemble while maintaining accuracy and diversity similar to those of a full ensemble. They proposed an algorithm called LVFd that selects diverse models to form a compact ensemble. Alpaydin's work 2 is very similar to ours in the sense that he applies a voting scheme that depends on model confidences. However, the way these weights are calculated is very different from what we discuss in our paper. When dealing with a new instance, the weight that each model gets for that instance is proportional to the extent of its certainty in its classification. Thus, whenever a model is very certain that an instance is positive, it will get a greater weight than a model that provides closer probabilities to positive and negative classifications. Alpaydin also makes some interesting remarks that concern this work. He finds (like others) that error decreases through voting with an increasing number of uncorrelated voters. Alpaydin finds that when increasing the number of voting subsets, after a certain number, new subsets do not contribute much to improving accuracy. There is no explanation for this phenomenon in his work. In our paper, however, we offer an explanation and use it in the combination process in order to reduce the number of sensors. Alpaydin concludes that if the training set is small, the voters converge to sufficiently different solutions, thus making voting useful. Although there has been extensive research in ensemble methodology and information fusion, our paper examines for the first time a method for selecting the most appropriate models in a given ensemble when members are induced from disjunctive feature sets and the goal is to fill a predefined quota. The vast majority of the works combine small amount of subsets and many of them include artificial data. This paper, however, examines the fusion of 52 datasets that contain real life data and was derived from different sources.
Combination Methodology

Preliminaries
In this paper we assume that an ensemble of T probabilistic classification models is given. We use the notation M i for representing model i. In this paper we assume that the target attribute is binary and can have the values 1 ("success") or 0 ("fail"). Each model provides an estimation of the conditional probability for success given the input attributes. We use the notationP Mi (y = 1|x) for representing the success probability of unlabeled instance x according to model M i . Note that the hat above the conditional probability distinguishes the probability estimation from the actual conditional probability.
Given the above notations and assumptions, majority voting can be written as:
where y i is the crisp classification of model i given by:
Similarly weighted voting can be written as:
where α i is the weight of model i. Note that in this paper we assume that the weight is not a function of the instance x. In average voting: α i = 1; ∀i In this paper we are limited to select a quota of N instances from a set of unlabeled instances according to some performance measure. That is, a measure that gives to a model a mark or grade according to the success of the model in the task of prediction on a test set.
Selective voting
The main motivation in combining different model classifications for the same entities is to achieve a more accurate classification. Xu et al. 25 mentioned that when models are learned on different datasets, there is a very good chance that their classifications will be independent and that they will produce errors that do not overlap. This is exactly what happens in sensor fusion, since each sensor is a different data source and provides its own unique attributes. Since standard voting methods are effective but might not be efficient enough to combine models, we introduce selective voting, a new voting variation. This voting method exploits the classifications in a sensor fusion problem more efficiently than regular methods. By combining many models we can reduce the variance level. However, since not all models have low bias, there is a risk of using models that their classification is merely a guess. If models which did not succeed well in the classification are included in the combination, then the good performance that can be achieved due to the decrease in variance is spoiled by an increase in bias. Maintaining low bias for the integrated classification is possible only if the original classifications have low bias. This is not always the case.
Selective voting is a combination method that enhances the combined classification by combining only models with a tradeoff in bias and variance in favor of the combined classification. Thus, we can achieve good results with fewer models. To achieve this goal we create a ranked models list -a list of models ranked according to their performance by some predefined measure (see, for instance, the PEM described below). Figure 1 describes a hypothetical, selective voting curve. The Y-axis displays a performance measure of the integrated classification (PEM). The X-axis presents the number of models that participated in the combination. i.e. the first best models from the list are combined by voting (assuming equal weights for now) with the rest getting zero weights. The assumption is that the shape of a selective voting curve will appear as in Fig. 1 .
In the beginning, every model that is added has a relatively low bias (because the first models are best ranked). The addition of the first models to the combination improves the integrated classification since it reduces variance while keeping bias low. From some point, any model added spoils the integrated classification since its contribution in decreasing variance is smaller than its contribution in increasing bias. The integrated classification keeps declining till it is more or less balanced at a point usually bigger than zero. The reason for this phenomenon is that all the models in the list, when combined, have the same mark as in average voting, which usually performs better than a random model. If one succeeds in stopping at the optimum point (point No. 5 in the example), or at least in the optimum area, then one gets an efficient combination.
The curve in Fig. 1 is a hypothetical one. In practice, there may be several local optima because, due to the high variance of the single models, not every model that got a high mark on the evaluation set, performs as well on the test set. The assumption is that most models that are placed high in the ranked models list have a sufficiently low bias (that comes from high correlation between their inputs and the target attribute). Consequently they perform well on any test set.
Whether selective voting really behaves as assumed in Fig. 1 will be empirically demonstrated in a number of experiments below. An intriguing question, which the experiments address, is: "What is the correct number of models from the head of the list to be combined?" The answer to this question is important because it enables us to reduce significantly the number of models in a combination and hence, the number of sensors. This could substantially reduce costs.
Evaluation of models performance
Classification models are evaluated based on some "goodness-of-fit" measures which assess how good the model fits the data. However, unlike the common measures used to assess overall fit (e.g. misclassification rates), in the case discussed here we are interested in selecting the most appropriate instances to fill in the quota. Thus other measures should be used to evaluate the models. Each one of these measures can be used to give weights to models in a weighted voting process. The same measures can be used later to evaluate the performance of different combination methods.
Average hit rate
Hit rate is calculated by counting the actual positively labeled samples inside a determined quota. Average hit rate, 3 which can also be treated as average precision, is the average of the precisions of all the classifications with a quota of size N that is picked from a ranked list. If the model is optimal, then all the really positive instances are located in the head of the ranked list, and the value of the average hit rate is 1. The use of this measure fits an organization that needs to minimize type II statistical error (namely including a certain object in the quota although in fact this object will be labeled as "fail"). Formally the Average Hit Rate for binary classification problems is defined as:
where n + stands for the number of instances that are classified as "success" (our class of interest). y k is an indicator that gets the value 1 if the actual class of instance k is "success" (assuming that the instances are sorted according to their probability for "success" by descending order).
Average Qrecall
Generally, recall is the number of positive instances found in a quota, divided by the number of all the positive instances in the test set. Since recall relates to a specific quota each time, it is not applicable when measuring the overall performance of a model on a wide variety of quotas. The Qrecall (for Quota Recall) for a certain point in a ranked list is calculated by dividing the number of positive ("success") instances, from the head of the list until that point, by the total positive instances in the dataset. Average Qrecall is the average of all the Qrecalls which start from the (number of positive instances in the test set-1) place to the bottom of the list.
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Average Qrecall fits an organization that needs to minimize type I statistical error (namely, not including a certain object in the quota although in fact this object will be labeled as "success"). Formally Average Qrecall is defined as:
where n is the total number of instances and n + and y k are defined as in Eq. (4).
PEM (Potential Extract Measure)
Consider a measure that evaluates the performance of a model by summing the areas delineated between the Qrecall curve of the examined model and the Qrecall curve of a random model (which is linear). Areas above the linear curve are added and areas below the linear curve are subtracted. The areas themselves are calculated by subtracting the Qrecall of a random classification from the Qrecall of the model's classification at every point as shown in Fig. 2 . The areas where the model performed better than a random guess increase the measure's value while the areas where the model performed worse than a random guess decrease it. If the total area computed in the last stage is divided in the area delineated between the optimum model Qrecall curve and the random model (linear) Qrecall curve, then it reaches the extent to which the potential is extracted, independently of the number of instances in the dataset. Formally, the PEM (Potential Extract Measure) measure is calculated as:
where S 1 is the area delimited by the Qrecall curve of the examined model above the Qrecall curve of a random model. S 2 is the area delimited by the Qrecall curve of the examined model under the Qrecall curve of a random model. S 3 is the area delimited by the optimal Qrecall curve and the curve of the random model. The division in S 3 is required in order to normalize the measure, thus datasets of different sizes can be compared. In this way, if the model is optimal, then PEM gets the value 1. If the model is as good as a random choice, then the PEM gets the value 0. If it gives the worst possible result (that is to say, it puts the positive samples in the bottom of the list) then its PEM is −1.
Note that the PEM somewhat resembles the Gini index produced from Lorentz curves which appear in economics when dealing with the distribution of income. Indeed this measure indicates the difference between the distribution of positive samples in a prediction and the uniform distribution. Note also that this measure gives an indication of the total lift of the model in every point. In every quota size, the difference between the Qrecall of the model and the Qrecall of a random model expresses the lift in extracting the potential of the test set due to the use in the model (for good or for bad).
Experimental Study
This section presents experiments in which the measures mentioned above are used to combine multiple models created by different sensors in a sensor fusion process. It compares the results of several combination methods on a real-life test case and investigates the selective voting method using the different performance measures.
Test case
The test case that was used for the experiments was taken from the field of human resources. A company recruits each year several employees for a job. The job is very complex and requires considerable mechanical and cognitive skills. Hence, the training period for the job is very long and expensive. Since the qualifications needed for the job are compound, only a few applicants fit the company's needs. In order to save money and training time of applicants who will not complete the training period, the company prefers that only the applicants with the best chances for completing the training period will begin it.
One way that the company uses screening of applicants is by giving them missions in a simulator to check their skills in different scenarios. Each such mission creates a dataset in which each row represents an applicant and each column is a feature that represents the performance of the applicant in one of the skill parameters that is being checked. Some of the features contain continuous numbers and some are binary features. In addition, there are features that are transformations of other features in the dataset. The target attribute is a binary feature that has two classes: 1, if the applicant finished the training period and 0, if the applicant failed to complete his training period. Overall there are 52 datasets that contain past information about applicants that have already finished or failed to finish Each one of the missions can be considered as a sensor that provides information about the applicant in certain areas which it was designed to test. Since the goal is to evaluate the overall performance of an applicant in all the areas in order to determine his chances of succeeding, this problem can be regarded as a sensor fusion problem.
It should be mentioned that the data was part of an experiment in which applicants that did not do well in the tests were allowed to continue the training period to see if they would succeed or fail. Since no one involved knew about their test performance scores, there is no possibility that self-fulfilling wishes substantially changed the results.
Experiment design
The modest amount of data that was available in the test case dictated carrying out only four experiments. This number is enough to show some tendencies and directions but is not sufficient in any way for statistical validation. In each experiment, models were created from a training set which included 250 instances and tested on a test set which included 50 instances. The ratio of positive instances out of the total instances in both sets was 0.2. Each one of the experiments included different instances in the test set.
When evaluating a model, the test set that is used for evaluation must contain instances that the learning algorithm did not use for learning. If, in addition, there is a need to compare different combination methods, then it is necessary to put aside another test set which contains instances that did not use the model for either learning or evaluation. When using the same test set that was used to evaluate the models, also for combination evaluation, then combination methods that use the marks, like weighted voting, would be biased towards higher result. Therefore two test sets are needed: one to evaluate a single model's performance, the other to evaluate the result of different combination methods so that conclusions can be made regarding which is better. A similar idea is used in wrapper approach.
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In this paper, the first test set, for evaluating a single model performance, is called the evaluation set. The second test set, for comparing the different methods of model combination, is test set.
Combination methods
The learning algorithm that was chosen to build the 52 models was C4.5 Quinlan.
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The combination methods that were used during the experiments are:
Average voting
As was explained in Sec. 2.
Naïve Bayesian combination
Simple naïve Bayesian combination is based on the assumption that the models are independent. We use this assumption even though, in experiments done by Bahler and Navarro, 4 the accuracy achieved by Bayesian ensembles when the sets were not independent, was not inferior to other methods that did not assume independency.
Meta-learning combination
The concept of meta-learning was reviewed in Sec. 2. The main idea is to learn, not from the raw data of the training set, but rather from the classifications of the base models that were generated from the different datasets. In this work, a combiner meta-learner uses the classifications of base models as a training set upon which it learns and generates a meta-model. To classify a new instance, the base models first make a classification and then those classifications form a new instance which is classified by the combiner. The combiner in this work was a decision tree with the same characteristics as those that form the base models. The final classification is, of course, of the same kind, meaning a probabilistic one.
Weighted voting
Recall from Eq. (3), the final classification is a weighted average of all the classifications. In this paper, three different ways to calculate the weights were examined, based on the three measures: average hit rate, average Qrecall and PEM. The process of determining the weights included the use of three independent evaluation sets of the same size and distribution. Each of the evaluation sets contained 50 instances, 40 of them negative and 10 positive, which is more or less the ratio in all of the datasets. From each evaluation set, a weight for each model was generated. Next, the three sets of weights were transformed into one by averaging the three weights to create one weight for each model. This was done to achieve more robustness (it resembles wrapper technique).
Selective voting
Taking the models and ordering them according to their marks using PEM measure resulted in a list of models, ordered according to their performance, where the best model is at the top of the list and the model which performed worst is at the bottom. In selective voting, we take the first best models and combine their results by simple average or weighted average. By increasing the number of models from 1 to 52, a graph of the performance of the integrated classification as a function of the number of models is achieved. Note that the performance obtained for the value 1 is the same as if we let the best model classify the test set on its own (and then there is not really any combination) and the performance obtained for the value 52 is the same as in simple average voting. Figures 3(a)-3(d) show the result of selective voting, using PEM, in contrast to the mark of the model that was entered into the combination. The dotted line stands for the mark that a model got on the evaluation set. The line is declining since the models are ordered according to their marks (the best is number one and the worst is number 52). The full line stands for the mark that the combination got on the combination test set, when the combination includes all the models from one until that point.
Selective voting analysis
Notice that the best result in all the experiments was received after a combination of only 11 to 13 models. As expected, the result of the integrated classification starts low, when only few models participate in the combination, increase to a high point (which in 3 out of 4 cases is also the global optimum) of around 12 models integration (where the PEM of the last model entered is between 0.165-0.21). From that point, the result remains more or less around the same values until nonaccurate models begin to participate in the combination. This happens when the PEM mark of the models entering the combination is closer to zero (around 35 models in combination in these experiments). From that point on, the performance of the integrated model starts to decrease gradually to a value that is between a half to two-thirds of the optimal value achieved previously. This pattern of behavior occurred in all the experiments and some practical rules can be drawn from the selective voting combination.
Only a few models are needed in order to get a high performance combination. If the sensors from which the data is taken (missions in this case) are expensive or time-consuming, a major cutback can be obtained without any harm to the results.
From a certain point, any addition of models to the combination does not help, rather it worsens the performance. That point is located near the models that are rated as zero PEM.
Between these two points there is a high performance region, where a relatively good result will be obtained, irrespective of the number of models participating in the combination (with some variation due to random noise) as long as this number is in the "safe" region. Figure 4 compares the average results achieved by all the combination methods for the four experiments. The marks of the combination methods in Hit rate and Qrecall were normalized relative to the random model in each experiment. Weighted voting was calculated in two different ways. In the first way, only models whose marks were equal or higher than zero were taken into account as weights. The second method took into account all the models (including those which got a negative mark). The reason behind this step springs from the claim that models that perform badly, that is, models that put positive applicants at the bottom of a ranked list, are also informative, as long as they are consistent. The contrasting claim is that models, which were built to provide a certain classification and give the opposite one, cannot be consistent and must not be trusted. Either there has been a mistake while building the models or the noise in the training or test set was too large.
Comparison of combination methods
Either way, such models should not be taken into consideration. Figure 4 show that average voting and the Bayesian combination achieved considerably lower results than the weighted voting methods. The weakness average voting is probably because of the participation of weak models and weighting them the same as strong models. The weakness of the Bayesian combination might be due to dependency (even though indirect) between different models.
A combination based on meta-learning gave the worst results. In experiments 2 and 3, it performed similar to the random model; experiment 1 was a bit better while experiment 4 was a bit worse. One possible explanation is that the training set from which the meta model learns (the set that included the classifications as attributes) was too small and included 150 instances versus 200 that was available for the other methods (50 instances were kept aside to generate the classifications that need to be fed to the combiner). Thus, it might be unfair to compare it to the other methods.
Judging by Qrecall, weighted voting including all models and weighted voting without subzero models got almost the same result in three out of four experiments. In experiment 3, however, including the subzero, the models did considerably worse. According to hit rate, experiment 1 showed a significant increase when all models were included; experiment 2 showed a significant decrease when all models were included; and the other two did not show a significant change. According to PEM, there are two increases and two decreases. Apparently the decision about which alternative to pick is not absolute and might be dependent on the dataset.
Another notion is that selective voting and weighted voting (the method of giving zero weight to models with subzero mark) are very similar. In fact, weighted voting of this kind is selective voting with weighted average for all the models that have a mark greater than 0. Determining this mark higher to around 0.18 PEM would get the selective voting as was presented in Fig. 4 . The main difference between these two methods is that selective voting, once the most beneficial point has been determined, makes use of only a small part of the sensors. The unused sensors can be eliminated and resources freed. In weighted voting, even though only part of the sensors get some positive weight, all participate in the combination (some with zero weight). Therefore there is no decrease in resources.
Moreover, once the behavior of selective voting is known, there is no need to repeat the evaluation process. Assuming that there is some preevaluation of the sensors' quality according to their previous performance in other tasks or even if they can just be ordered according to their expected performance, one sensor at a time can be added to a system until it is obvious that there is no further improvement or even a deterioration. This means that a near optimal point or at least a very beneficial point is achieved.
In contrast to the results achieved by the various combination methods, every experiment was also tested for reference by integration of all attributes from all the datasets into one large table and learning from it. The generated model was tested on the same test set that was used to test the final models of all other combinations. It should be noted that in all cases, the performance of such a model was very close and sometimes worse than the performance of a random model. A combination of multiple models that were created by different sensors improves significantly the classification in comparison to data integration where the exact same information is used for learning with no combination of independent models. This is consistent with previous observations from other researchers. Figure 5 compares the behavior of various performance measures. The X axis represents the ensemble size using the x best models. Each ensemble outputs a scoring list of the instances of the test set, ordered by their estimated probability to finish the training period of the company. Each such output got three marks, which are presented on the Y axis: average Hit-rate, average Qrecall and PEM. The scores provided by average Hit-rate and average Qrecall were normalized.
Comparison of performance measures
Looking at Fig. 5 , the next notions can be made:
• All measures have, most of the time, the same tendency. They increase and decrease simultaneously. This means that using any of those measures, with no respect to the type of mistake that is needed to be minimized will not cause a huge mistake. This outcome was expected because all evaluation measures were designed to render high marks if positive instances are at the top of a list and vice versa.
• The measures reach a global maximum at different points on the graphs as can be seen in Table 1 . This means that despite the resembling tendency of the measures, the exact measure to use is significant for achieving optimality according to specific objectives. Thus the minimal number of sensors that should be used and still produce a good perception of the reality depends on how we measure "good perception".
Note that the absolute numbers that a prediction gets is not important. When deciding between alternatives, what matters is the relative mark that a prediction got in comparison to other predictions using the same measure. The fact that for a certain prediction, a mark given by one measure is higher than a mark given by another measure does not mean that the higher measure is better. The measures estimate different things and therefore cannot be compared by their absolute values. Figure 6 shows the correlation between the marks that were given by the different measures. The correlation was checked on the marks given to the prediction of the models from Fig. 5 . It can be noticed that average Qrecall is highly correlated to PEM. This is no surprise because PEM was achieved out of Qrecall curves. 
Comparing with GASEN
In this subsection we compare the performance of GASEN algorithm with the results obtained using simple selective voting in which the ensemble members have been sorted according to their PEM value on the training set. For this purpose we are using a revised version of the GASEN algorithm provided in http://lamda.nju. edu.cn/datacode/GASEN/gasen.htm that has been accommodated to C4.5 decision trees. More specifically we have directly used the classification outputs of the models generated in Sec. 4.4.
As indicated above we use three types of datasets: a training set for generating the models, an evaluation set for selecting the best ensemble structure (both by selective voting and GASEN), and a test set for comparing the GASEN and selective voting. Table 2 summarizes the results of GASEN versus the proposed approach. The results indicate that the proposed approach has usually obtained better results on all three performance measures (Hit-rate, Qrecall and PEM) and at the same time it requires much less computation complexity (almost 5% of the GASEN in execution time). This is not surprising because the fitness function used by GASEN was designed for Zero-One loss measure.
We further examine a variation of GASEN algorithm; we call it "GASEN-PEM". This variation incorporates the new PEM measure instead of using misclassification rate. Table 3 presents the results of GASEN-PEM versus the proposed approach. This time GASEN-PEM obtained better results. However the improvements are relatively moderate comparing to the differences between the regular GASEN and the proposed method. Therefore, one should consider whether this improvement is worthwhile taking into consideration the increment in the computation complexity. There might be several reasons for the moderate improvement of GASEN-PEM. Nevertheless we think that the main reason relate to the fact that the problem examined here is the problem of sensor fusion. Each model uses a mutually exclusive set of attributes. Because of that the correlation between the ensemble members' outputs tends to be much lower than the correlation which is usually found in general ensembles (see, for instance, Ref. 5). Thus, the main task is to filter out the unreliable members and there is hardly any need for observing the co-relations that exist among the members. In fact the theoretical motivation behind GASEN was the correlation between the members. We conclude that the simple selective voting presented in this paper is capable to provide near-optimal values when the ensemble members are using mutually exclusive set of attributes.
The contribution to the test case
How can the above results be used by the organization described in the test case?
Due to the insights induced from Fig. 3 , the company can now reduce the number of simulation missions from 52 to only 12. This results in a major reduction of approximately 75% of the required budget in the screening phase, and a major shortening of the duration of the screening phase.
Moreover as Figs. 3-5 indicate using only a portion of the simulation missions can significantly improve predictive performance. More specifically there is an average improvement of the average hit-ratio from 30% to 50%. This means that the organization can reduce the ingoing quota (the applicants that join the training phase) in about 40% = 100% − 30% 50% in order to obtain the same outgoing qualified quota (the applicants that completed successfully the training phase). Because the training period for the job is very long and expensive, and because most of the training costs are direct costs, using the proposed approach results in a major saving for the organization in the training phase.
Summary
A combination of multiple model classifications may increase the performance of the integrated classification. This paper has presented a methodology for integrating probabilistic classifications by using appropriate measures. This paper suggests two new evaluation measures: Qrecall and PEM. The measures suggested here usually behave in a similar manner, but since they are designed for different tasks they reach optimality at different points and may differ in their "opinion" about the best prediction out of a given set of predictions. The experiments have indicated that the measures do not act the same in all cases and there is a great importance to define first the targets for which the classification process is implemented and only then to decide which measure to use. The paper shows the relation between the types of statistical mistakes that should be minimized and the evaluation measure that should be used. More specifically, this paper concludes that when type-1 error is of interest, then Qrecall or PEM should be used, and when type-2 error is of concern, then hit rates should be used.
As could be seen in the experimental study, selective voting can be used for reducing the number of sensors without damaging a system's performance. Such a decrease in sensors, in addition to the major savings in such resources as time or money, always in short supply, might also be essential if the cutback is in weight or capacity of sensors that should be located on a spaceship or on a small robot. The typical behavior of the performance curve, as was shown in the experiments, enables us to determine when enough sensors or sources were combined and no further increase in performance is expected. In this way, one sensor at a time can be added to a system until a near optimal point is achieved.
